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Homework Schedule 
Email Single PDF to ajlee@ucsd.edu  

•  Due Oct. 8 (Monday, 12 noon) 
–  Ch. 1, Problem 11 
–  Ch. 2, Problem 2 

•  Due Oct. 22 (Monday, 12 noon) 
–  Ch. 3, Problem 1, 2 (typo in answer key), 3 
–  Ch. 4, Problem 4, 5 

•  Midterm Oct. 31 (in class) 
•  Due Nov. 5 (Monday, 12 noon) 

–  Ch. 5, Problem 3, 7 (erratum in 7d) 
•  Due Nov. 14 (Wednesday, 12 noon) 

–  Ch. 6, Problem 4, 6 

•  Due Nov. 19 (Monday, 12 noon) 
–  Ch. 7, Problem 3 (not graded, outline approach only, discuss) 

What did we learn in Ch. 1? 
•  What P, T, U are for a fluid 
•  What an ideal gas is 
•  How P, T, v relate for an ideal gas (and we 

call this relationship an equation of state) 
•  What chemical components constitute the 

atmosphere (for homosphere <110 km) 
•  What the hydrostatic balance is 
•  How p, T vary with z for observed, 

“standard,” isopycnic, isothermal, constant 
lapse-rate atmospheres 

Lecture Ch. 2a 
•  Energy and heat capacity 

–  State functions or exact differentials 
–  Internal energy vs. enthalpy 

•  1st Law of thermodynamics 
–  Relate heat, work, energy 

•  Heat/work cycles (and path integrals) 
–  Energy vs. heat/work? 
–  Adiabatic processes 
–  Reversible “P-V” work  define entropy 

Curry and Webster, Ch. 2  pp. 35-47	

Van Ness, Ch. 2	


Key Combined 1st+2nd Law Results 
•  1st Law: du=dq+dw; u is exact   Eq. 2.8 

•  du=dqrev-pdv (expansion only)   p. 56 
•  Define Enthalpy: H=U+PV    Eq. 2.12 

•  dh=du+pdv+vdp 

•  2nd Law: [dqrev/T]int.cycle=0    Eq. 2.27 
•  Define Entropy: dη=dqrev/T   Eq. 2.25a 

•  Tdη=dqrev 
•  du=Tdη-pdv 

•  Define Gibbs: G=H-Tη    Eq. 2.33 
•  dg=dh-Tdη-ηdT=(du+pdv+vdp)-Tdη-ηdT 
•  dg=du-(Tdη-pdv)+vdp-ηdT=vdp-ηdT  p. 58 

•  (δp/δt)g=η/v      Eq. 2.40 

Lord Kelvin 
(a.k.a William Thomson) 

James P. Joule 
•  The First Law of Thermodynamics	


•  Consequences	


ΔE = mc2

Q = 0,ΔE = 0⇒W = 0

(Relativity)	

Impossibility of perpetual motion machine	

Conservation of energy	

Definition of energy	

Uniqueness of work values	


Q = 0,W = 0⇒ ΔE = 0⇒ E2 = E1

Q = 0⇒ ΔE =W

Wrev = − pdv∫ Reversible	

Adiabatic	

State function	

See also 2nd law!	

Proof for hmwk…	


Other Kinds of Energy 
What is the difference between E and U? 

•  In addition to changes in internal energy, a 
system may change 
–  Potential energy for height change Δz 
–  Kinetic energy for velocity change Δv 
–  Nuclear energy for mass change Δm 

Van Ness, p. 13	


€ 

ΔE = ΔU p,V ,T( ) + mgΔz +
1
2
mΔv 2 − c 2Δm =Q+W

if  ΔE ≈ ΔU p,V ,T( ),  then ΔU p,V ,T( ) =Q+W
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Exact Differentials 

•  State functions are exact differentials 

Heat Capacity 

•  Difference b/w U and H 
– U depends on v  
– H depends on p 

•  Specific heats [a.k.a. heat capacity] 
– cv is constant v  
– cp is constant p 

From 1st Law (i.e. U 
is exact differential 

Defined above 

Heat Capacity 

For ideal gases: 

For all gases: 
Work 

•  Expansion work W=-pdV or w=-pdv 
– Lifting/rising 
– Mixing 
– Convergence 

•  Other kinds of work? 
– Electrochemical (e.g. batteries) 

•  Work and heat are path-dependent 
transfers 
– W work 
– Q heat 

•  State functions are unique “states” 
– U internal energy  
– H enthalpy 
– η (also S) entropy 
– A Helmholtz free energy 
– G Gibbs energy 

Cycles 
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•  Always at or infinitesimally close to equilibrium  
•  Infinitesimally small steps 
•  Infinite number of steps  
•  Each step can be reversed with infinitesimal force 

grain of sand	


Lecture Ch. 2b 
•  Entropy 
•  Second law of thermodynamics 
•  Maxwell’s equations 
•  Heat capacity 
•  “Meteorologist’s entropy” 

Curry and Webster, Ch. 2  pp. 47-62	

Van Ness, Ch. 5-7	


Entropy 
•  Is there a way to quantify “useful” energy? 
•  Need a measure that is conserved, exact, 

unique 
•  While Q is not exact, Qrev is exact 

–  Reversible heat is limit of maximum work done 
–  Since path is specified, cyclic integral is 0 

Curry and Webster, Ch. 2  pp. 47-62	

Van Ness, Ch. 5-7	
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Entropy 
1st Law 

Definition 

Second Law of 
Thermodynamics 

•  Heat cannot pass of itself from a colder body to a hotter body. 

•  A system left to itself cannot move from a less ordered state to a more 
ordered state.	


•  The entropy of an isolated system cannot decrease.	


19oC	
 21oC	
 10oC	
 30oC	
not	

possible	


room containing 
air	


not	

possible	


O2	

here	


N2	

here	


ΔSsystem ≥ 0

ΔSsystem =
dQrev

Tsystemstate1

state2

∫

Clausius’ Inequality Maxwell’s Equations 

At dg=0,  
we get ndT=vdp 
 or (dp/dT)

g
=n/v 

typo in book 

Maxwell’s Equations 


